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The $ED Record is a necessary component in e-billing. The $ED record is required for electronic 837

claims files to successfully pass to your clearinghouse.

This record MUST be displayed in both the address book and the staff provider directory.

In the case that someone at the office needs to be contacted regarding electronic claims

submission, the $ED record needs to be in place as a staff member in the Staff Provider directory.

 In most cases, there will be a duplicate staff member in the directory, however the distinction

between the duplicate record will be the initials of the staff member.  As seen in the screen shot

below "Doctor Test" is listed on the directory two times.  The difference is that "Doctor Test's" initials

are "DRT" and "$ED". 

 Warning: Deleting this record will cause your transmissions to fail.
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The $ED Record is a necessary component in e-billing. The $ED record is required for electronic 837

claims files to successfully pass to your clearinghouse.

This record MUST appear in both the address book and the staff provider directory.

In the case that someone at the office needs to be contacted regarding electronic claims

submission, the $ED record needs to be in place as a staff member in the Staff Provider directory.

 In most cases, there will be a duplicate staff member in the directory, however the distinction

between the duplicate record will be the initials of the staff member.  As seen in the screen shot

below "Doctor Test" is listed on the directory two times.  The difference is that "Doctor Test's" initials

are "DRT" and "$ED". 

Note:  Deleting this record will cause your transmissions to fail.
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